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[–]  tendiesonfloor  5 points (+5|-0 ) 4.4 hours ago 

Won't.
permalink

[–]  HugeDouche  3 points (+3|-0 ) 3 hours ago 

Musk is an intelligence front and SpaceX is fraudulent.
permalink

[–]  Alopix  1 points (+1|-0 ) 3.6 hours ago 

"Celebrity posts on social media saying they could might
eventually allegedly do something" is not news
permalink

[–]  Totally_Not_A_Kike  1 points (+1|-0 ) 4.2 hours ago 

Like most govt subsidized companies, the sky is the limit, but in
terms of product offerings, they bilk until the purse is dry.
Remember, Tesla sales collapsed in countries where all
subsidies were removed.
permalink

[–]  Optional_Reading  1 points (+1|-0 ) 4.6 hours ago 

Bill Cooper mentions tunnels like this in Behold A Pale Horse.
permalink

[–]  ardvarcus  1 points (+1|-0 ) 5.9 hours ago 

Weeeee! But does anyone have any idea of what these fuckers
are actually building?
permalink

[–]  bothrubberandgum  0 points (+0|-0 ) 32 minutes ago 

could
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Hyperloop is a stunt. They managed to convince the
government of Minas Gerais, Brazil to help "funding" this
bullshit. And will probably convince more. Elon is a big player
when it comes to acquiring public cash.
permalink

[–]  HappyHarry  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.4 hours ago 

They will be using the nuclear powered boring device. Melts
rocks into tunnels. Look it up, the patent was issued in the 70's
permalink

[–]  Whitworth  0 points (+0|-0 ) 3.2 hours ago 

Call me when he starts offering free above ground helicopter
rides.
permalink
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